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Web search querying is an inevitable activity of any Internet user.'e web search engine (WSE) is the easiest way to search and retrieve
data from the Internet.'eWSE stores the user’s search queries to retrieve the personalized search result in a form of query log. A user
often leaves digital traces and sensitive information in the query log. WSE is known to sell the query log to a third party to generate
revenue. However, the release of the query log can compromise the security and privacy of a user. In this work, we propose a Profile
Aware ObScure Logging (PaOSLo) Web search privacy-preserving protocol that mitigates the digital traces a user leaves in Web
searching. PaOSLo systematically groups users based on profile similarity.'e primary objective of this work is to evaluate the impact of
the systematic group compared to random grouping. We first computed the similarity between the users’ profiles and then clustered
them using the K-mean algorithm to group the users systematically. Unlikability and indistinguishability are the two dimensions in
which we havemeasured the privacy of a user. To compute the impact of systematic grouping on a user’s privacy, we have experimented
with and compared the performance of PaOSLo withmodern distributed protocols like OSLo andUUP(e). Results show that, at the top
degree of the ODP hierarchy, PaOSLo preserved 10% and 3% better profile privacy than the modern distributed protocols mentioned
above. In addition, the PaOSLo has less profile exposure for any group size and at each degree of the ODP hierarchy.

1. Introduction

Web search engines (WSEs) like Google, Ask, Bing, AOL,
Baidu, and others provide the easiest way to search and
retrieve information from the Web. 'e WSE stores the
users’ submitted queries in a query log. 'e WSE regularly
builds and updates a user profile from the query log to
provide personalized results [1]. 'eWSE generates revenue
by analyzing the query log coupled with a user profile to
provide relevant advertisements [2, 3]. Research shows that
35% of products people buy on Amazon and 75% of videos
they watch on Netflix result from personalized

recommendations [4]. 'e user query log often contains
sensitive information, and the release of such information
poses a risk to user’s security and privacy [2, 5]. In today’s
Internet life, preserving web search privacy is the real
perturb of a user. Existing techniques hide the identity
through unlinkability and obfuscate the profile through
indistinguishability to succeed the Web search privacy of a
person [2, 6]. Internet users often use proxy services (like
scoogle.com, anonymizer.com, and others) and TOR (the
onion routing) network to attain unlinkability [7], whereas
users utilise TrackMeNot [7], GooPIR, and DisPA [8] to
achieve indistinguishability by sending fictitious but real
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queries to obfuscate the profile maintained by the WSE [2].
However, the WSE can recognise TOR users’ queries from
the cookies and application layer. Similarly, the unlinkability
achieved through proxy services can be more precarious to
users as the privacy policies of the proxy servers are not as
regulated as the WSE.

'e distributed privacy-preserving protocol is another
approach that provides both unlinkability and indistin-
guishability. It works on the cooperation of multiple users.
'e distributed protocols create a group of “n” users who need
to query the WSE secretly. Group users send each other
queries to WSE and broadcast the results received in the
group. A user achieves unlinkability in distributed protocols
as a user’s query is forwarded by another group user. Simi-
larly, a user attains indistinguishability by forwarding queries
of the other group of users. Such measures obscure the users’
profiles with group member queries. Hence, the user’s profile
kept at WSE includes queries of other group users.

'e grouping of users is considered a primary step in
distributed protocols. In the existing approaches, a Core
Server (CS) accepts a connection request from individuals
who want to perform a Web search secretly. Upon receiving
“n” number of connection requests, the CS creates a group of
users on a first-come first-serve basis, also called random
grouping. 'e major shortcoming of a random grouping is
that a user may be grouped with those users who have
similar interests, as there is no prior information about the
users’ preferences [9]. Consider a situation where a user Mr.
X has a medical-related query. He is in a group with other
users having a similar interest; in such a case, althoughMr. X
forwards a query of another user, his profile will not be
significantly obfuscated. 'e profile maintained by the WSE
for Mr. X will contain the same type of categories. Profile
obfuscation is the fundamental objective of web search
privacy; however, a user can be grouped with similar in-
terests with an existing randomized grouping. Such
grouping will not expressively obfuscate the profiles of the
users. 'erefore, a mechanism is required to systematically
group users based on their interests.

'is work proposes a novel distributed privacy-pre-
serving protocol, PaOSLo (Profile Aware ObScure Logging),
to significantly obfuscate a user’s profile by systematically
grouping users instead of random grouping. 'e PaOSLo
executes in two steps: (i) cluster the user according to their
profile similarity. (ii) 'e CS creates a group of users from
each distinct cluster instead of random grouping. PaOSLo
aims to achieve the following objectives:

(1) To notably obfuscate the profile of a user by creating
a profile-aware grouping mechanism

(2) An experiment is performed to estimate the extent of
profile obfuscation by utilizing profile-aware
grouping versus randomized grouping

A K-mean algorithm is employed to set users into three
clusters, four clusters, and five clusters. 'e similarity between
the users’ profiles is computed using the cosine similaritymetric.

'e rest of this article is represented as existing work
which is discussed in Section 2. PaOSLo and its execution are

explained in Section 3. Section 4 describes the dataset and
simulation details. Section 5 presents PaOSLo privacy
evaluation. Section 6 details results and discussion. 'e last
section of the article demonstrates the conclusion and future
work.

2. Existing Work

As discussed above, unlinkability and indistinguishability
are the advantages of distributed protocols compared to
other privacy-preserving schemes. Crowds was the first
distributed protocol proposed to protect web search privacy
[10]. However, it was vulnerable to an active and passive
adversary [11]. User private information retrieval (UPIR)
presented by Domingo-Ferrer et al. used memory spaces as
drop boxes to achieve indistinguishability [12]. However, the
query remained visible to the users associated with the same
memory location, and UPIR was vulnerable to intersection
attacks. Swanson and Stinson extended the model of UPIR
and added standard terminologies in the field of privacy [13].
'ey calculated the probabilistic advantage to a user con-
nected with the same dropbox in linking a query with the
originator. Swanson and Stinson again extended the UPIR,
and they figured the privacy relative to peer users when they
make a coalition to link a query with the originator [14].
However, this extended technique suffered the same
shortcomings. First, the search query remained visible to
group users; second, group user collaboration could reveal
the user’s identity. Castella Roca et al. proposed a Useless
User Profile (UUP) protocol. It employed a central server
(CS) to create a group of “n” users; the queries were shuffled
among the users before forwarding to the WSE [15]. UUP
results were broadcast in clear text, letting everyone know
the intention of other group users. Romero-Tris et al. in-
tegrated the ElGamal key encipherment to attain conceal-
ment and the optimized Benes network to shuffle the queries
in UUP to achieve privacy in the existence of an untrusted
partner [16]. However, the extended UUP (UUP (e)) was still
unprotected as the researchers compromised a user’s privacy
through machine learning attacks [5]. Ullah et al. presented
ObScure logging (OSLo) to lessen the deficiencies of
previous techniques and preserve a user’s privacy. 'e
central server (CS) in OSLo exercised a single dynamic
group of “n” random users [11]. OSLo encrypted both the
query and results to achieve confidentiality and shuffled the
queries with the flip of a coin to attain unlinkability.
However, there was no system for group creation; any user
can be grouped with another user. Due to random
grouping, the chances of being grouped with users having
the same interests were higher. Domingo-Ferrer et al., to
support social welfare, introduced a novel concept of a self-
enforcing protocol called coutile [17]. To send a query, a
user must check the query if the query would obfuscate the
user’s profile or expose the profile. In the former case, the
user sends the search keyword directly to WSE, while in the
latter case, the user asks the peer member to deliver the
query on their behalf. When a user asks a peer for query
forwarding, he/she follows the same steps. 'e peer only
forwards if the query obscures the profile and denies the
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request otherwise. Delay is a primary issue in coutile
protocol, a user waits for a longer time to get a query
answered, but the user’s request gets denied for not ob-
fuscating the profile of a peer user. Such a situation can
cause a significant delay in getting results for the query.
Authors have presented MG-OSLo to obfuscate the profile
of users by employing multiple groups [2]. MG-OSLo
achieved both local privacy and profile privacy through
unlinkability and indistinguishability. However, the same
random grouping is used in MG-OSLo, and the chance of
being grouped with users having similar interests remains
the same. Kaaniche et al. proposed a decentralized solution
CoWSA that empowers end-users to have control over
personal data, mitigates single-point failure, ensures the
security of the queries, and provides anonymity to a user
[1]. User, client, WSE, third parties (TP), and trusted
authorities are the five entities of CoWSA. It is a proxy
solution to retrieve data from the WSE based on the
Sys_Init, Query_Submit, and Query_Resp procedures. 'e
Sys_Init procedure involves interest-based group creation.
Query_submit corresponds to the process of sending
queries to the WSE by setting a random path through
multiple relay users.'e Query_Resp occurs when theWSE
receives the query, aggregates the profile of the user, and
returns the answer to the user through TPs. However, the
CoWSA does not explain how aggregated profiles are
computed and what level of obfuscation a client achieves.

3. Profile Aware ObScure Logging
(PaOSLo) Protocol

PaOSLo creates a single dynamic group of users with diverse
interests to obscure a person’s profile significantly. 'e
PaOSLo consists of entities like users, a central server (CS), a
query forwarding node (QFN), and a web search engine
(WSE). A user is an individual who wishes to perform a web
search secretly. A CS is a dedicatedmachine that oversees the
PaOSLo group creation and execution process. QFN is one
of the group users selected by the CS for sending queries of
group users to WSE, retrieving and broadcasting the query
results to group members.

3.1. PaOSLo Execution Process. 'e following are the steps
necessary in the accomplishment of PaOSLo:

(i) 'e similarity between the users’ profiles is com-
puted in the first step of the PaOSLo execution. 'e
user’s profile construction is detailed in Section 3.

(ii) In the second step, the users are clustered using the
K-mean algorithm based on their profile similarity.

(iii) In the following step, PaOSLo creates a group of
users by selecting one from each cluster. 'is group
will have users of different interests.

Figure 1 shows the activity diagram of computing the
similarities between the users’ profiles and grouping them
into k clusters using the K-mean algorithm [8]. A user’s
profile is compared with the profiles of all other users using
the cosine similarity metric [18]. An n × n matrix is obtained

representing the similarities between the users’ profiles. 'e
matrix is uploaded into the Weka tool for clustering users
using the K-mean algorithm.

3.2. Group Making and Query Forwarding Node Selection
Process. In this work, three group sizes have been chosen for
experimentation, i.e., three users, four users, and five users.
Figure 2 shows the activity diagram of group making and the
QFN designation process. After clustering, one user from
each cluster is selected by CS to create a group. 'e CS
maintains a user_list[], containing the IP address and port
number of the users selected from each cluster. Once the
required group size is reached, the CS selects one user from
the group as QFN. 'e CS forwards a “get_QFN_info”
message to the user specified as QFN.When the user receives
a get_QFN_info message, it generates a public-private key
pair and selects a port number for communication.'eQFN
generates a detail_QFN message containing information
about the encryption keys and port number for commu-
nication and forwards a detail_QFN message to the CS. 'e
CS then broadcasts a user_list[] and detail_QFN in the
created group. 'e role of QFN is to send queries of other
group peers to the WSE, collect the queries’ results from
WSE, and broadcast them back to the group. 'e CS selects
each user of the group as QFN in round-robin fashion.
When all users play the role of QFN, the CS concludes the
group. If there are “n” users in the group, the QFN forwards
“n− 1” queries to the WSE; the QFN never forwards their
queries to the WSE.

Cosine
Similarity 

User 1 

User 2 

User nUser 1 profile 

User n profile [n x n]
Similarity

matrix

Similarity result

Users’ clustering based on profile similarity

Users profiles

Computing Profile
Similarity 

Clustering
Using K-Mean

K-Clusters

Figure 1: Activity diagram of computing similarity and users’
clustering.
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3.3.Query Sending andResults Retrieval Procedure. Once the
group making and QFN designation process concludes, the
CS shares the user_list and detail_QFN message in the
group. All users of the group receive this information.
Figure 3 depicts the activity diagram of the query sending
and result retrieval process. To send a query, a user (Ui) first
gets information about the group users and the selected
QFN. 'e user (Ui) creates a query and a cryptographic key
(K_Ui). 'e Ui concatenates q and K_Ui making a QMsg.
'e Ui then encrypts QMsg with the public key of QFN,
producing an encrypted query message (eQ). Afterwards,
the Ui generates a q_ID, which the Ui will use for result
identification. 'e Ui then generates the encrypted message
(eMsg) by concatenating the encrypted message (eQ) and
q_ID. 'e query encryption ensures the confidentiality of
the query contents.

Once the query encryption process concludes, the eMsg
is shuffled among the group users. 'e Ui flips a coin to
decide where to forward the eMsg. If the coin produces a
head, the Ui forwards the eMsg to QFN; if the coin produces
a tail, the Ui forwards the eMsg to another random user Uj.
'e Uj on receiving eMsg does the same coin tossing and
takes the same action on the results of head or tail. 'e
shuffling of eMsg ensures that the query is unlinkable with
the user. After a few passes, the eMsg reaches the QFN. 'e
QFN in the first step separates the eMsg. 'e QFN gets all
three parts distinctly (eQ, q_ID, and K_Ui). Afterwards, the
QFN fetches the original query by decrypting the eQwith the

private key. Afterwards, the QFN fetches the original query
by decrypting the eQ with the private key. In the following
step, QFN dispatches the query to WSE, which searches the
relevant data over the Internet and delivers back the search
query results (r). 'e QFN enciphers the results (r) with the
cryptographic key (K_Ui) of the user. 'e QFN then ap-
pends q_ID with the encrypted results making an encrypted
answer message (eAnsMsg). 'e QFN broadcasts the
eAnsMsg to all group users. All users in the group receive the
eAnsMsg. Each tries to match the q_ID to find out if the
results are for their query. If the q_ID matches, the user
decrypts the results (r), and the query sending process
completes. Otherwise, the user drops the eAnsMsg.

4. Methodology

4.1. Dataset. America Online (AOL) released a three-month
query log of 650 thousand users in 2006 for research
[3, 19, 20]. It consisted of twenty million queries, but AOL
did not inform the users about the release of the query log
and that it would be freely obtainable [21]. To achieve the
unlinkability between the users and queries, AOL had re-
moved some information such as IP address, e-mail address,
name, and other personal data from the query log.'e query
log is comprised of 5 features: “AnonID” describes the
anonymous ID given to a user. Query, the actual search word
of a user. Query Time, indicating the temporal information,
ItemRank, and ClickURL, the URL clicked by the user after
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Figure 2: PaOSLo: activity diagram of group making and query forwarding node selection process.
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obtaining the results from AOL [19]. 'is query log is
considered as a principal data source for evaluating web
search privacy [2]. Piddinti and Saxena statistically exam-
ined various features of the AOL query log. 'e study shows
that 98.72% of users have sent fewer than 100 queries over
three months [2, 22]. 70% of people had fewer than thirty
searches. In this work, we have selected a subset of the AOL
query log dataset consisting of 1000 users ranging from
highly active to minor active users for experimentation. By
highly active, we mean those users who have sent more
queries to the WSE, e.g., more than 200 queries. Similarly,
minor active users are those who have sent less than 200
queries to the WSE. 'e selected users had sent a minimum
of 25 queries to a maximum of 1514 queries. We have chosen
the same dataset used by Ullah et al. [2] for the experiment.
Table 1 shows the statistics of the users selected for the
PaOSLo experimentation.

4.2. User Profile Construction. WSE builds the profile of the
user from the queries it collects from the user. 'eWSE uses
this profile to provide personalized results. Authors in

[2, 3, 5, 11, 16, 19] have described the steps to build the user
profile from the search queries. We have followed the same
steps to create the user profile. Figure 4 shows the activity
diagram of user profile construction. 'ere are two signif-
icant steps taken in this process. 'is first step involves
morphosyntactic analysis such as sentence detection,
tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, and stop word removal
for getting the query’s actual topic defined by Cohen and
Dolbey [23]. Semantic analysis is the second step of user
profile construction. 'e words obtained by morphosyn-
thetic are forwarded to Dmoz.org for user profile con-
struction. Dmoz.org commonly referred to as the Open
Directory Project (ODP) is an extensive Web directory
managed by an alliance of volunteers [16, 24]. ODP classifies
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Figure 3: PaOSLo: activity diagram of sending and result retrieval process.

Table 1: Dataset description.

Number of users in the dataset 1000
Total number of queries sent by the users 103644
Minimum-maximum queries by user 25–1512
Average queries by a user 103
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the search keywords into a hierarchy of levels. At the top
level or first degree there are sixteen various classes. Each
class has further subclasses, and so on and so forth. It has
around 1 million distinctive classes [2, 16, 24]. Figure 5
shows the categories at first degree or top level of the ODP
hierarchy. ODP categories any query into one of these 16
categories at degree 1. Table 2 shows a sample of query
categorization by ODP. For example, a query “Valley Na-
tional Banker” is categorized as “Business: Financial Ser-
vices: Banking Services: Credit Unions: Regional: United
States:” by the ODP. At degree 1, the query is represented as
“business,” at degree 2 as “Financial service,” banking ser-
vices at the third degree, and so on. By following the
abovementioned steps, the profiles of all users are built.

4.3. Similarity Computation. After building the users’ pro-
files, the categories/terms at degree 1 of a user profile are
collected to compute the similarity between the users’
profiles. Table 3 represents the term count at degree 1 of the
ODP hierarchy of two sample users with AnonID “3978802”
and AnonID “280617.” 'e cosine similarity metric com-
putes the likeness between two vectors. It is a function of the
angle between the vectors of two users’ profiles in the term
vector space [26]. Equation (1) calculates the similarity
between vectors A and B [6, 18]. 'e similarity function
returns a value ranging from 0 to 1. 'e 0 represents distinct
profiles, and the 1 donates the same matching profile. Based
on the values of Tables 3 and 4, the similarity between user
AnonID “3978802” and AnonID “280617” is 0.335. Fol-
lowing the same steps, the similarity between 1000 users is
computed, and a 1000×1000 profile similarity matrix is
made.

similarity � cos(θ) �
A · B

||A||||B||
�


n
i�1 AiBi������


n
i�1 A

2
i

 ��

B
2
i

 . (1)

4.4.UsersClustering. Once the similarity calculation process
is completed, profile clustering, the second step of PaOSLo,
is performed. 'e 1000×1000 profile similarity matrix is
converted into Attribute-Relation File Format (ARFF) and
loaded into the Weka tool for clustering. Using the K-mean
algorithm, the Weka tool clusters the users based on profile
similarity into three clusters, four clusters, and five clusters
[8]. 'e distance between the objects (users’ profiles) is
determined by the Euclidean distance. If the values of Eu-
clidean distance between the users’ profiles are low, the users
are assigned to the same cluster, but they are different in
other cases.

Table 4 shows the count of users allotted to each cluster.
It is calculated over the term count of degree 1 categories of
the ODP hierarchy.

Figure 6 shows a term count in each category of a first
degree in ODP hierarchy. 'e X-axis of the graph’s x-axis
shows the top level of 16 categories of ODP, whereas the y-axis
shows the count of the terms in each cluster. Cluster 1
contains those users who have frequently sent queries from
the “Regional” category. Cluster 2 has users who have sent
maximum queries from the “Business” category. Further-
more, cluster 3 has users who mostly sent queries from the
“Arts” category. Similarly, Figure 7 shows that when users are
grouped into four clusters, cluster 1 contains users who have
forwarded queries from the “Arts” category. Cluster 2 con-
tains users interested in “Business” queries; cluster 3 contains

User
queries

DMOZ.org

Hierarchy of
categories Classify

User profile at degree 1
of ODP 

Query Categorization
and Profile Building 

Morpho-syntactic
Analysis

query topic

Semantic
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Figure 4: Activity diagram of user profile construction.
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users of “Regional” interests; and cluster 4 of the “Computer”
category.

Figure 8 shows when users are grouped into five clusters
based on the term count of degree 1 of the ODP hierarchy.
Cluster 1 contains users who have sent maximum queries
from the “Arts” category. “Computer” related queries

dominate cluster 2, cluster 3 with “Regional” interests, and
cluster 4 with “Recreation,” while cluster 5 users are in-
terested in “Business” queries.

5. PaOSLo Privacy Evaluation

'e primary goal of a user simulating a distributed privacy-
preserving protocol is to accomplish the following
objectives:

(i) A user aims to attain confidentiality, i.e., the query
content and result to query remains hidden from the
group entities

(ii) A user intends to achieve unlinkability such that a
query cannot be linked back to the user

(iii) A user endeavors to accomplish indistinguishability
such that the WSE shall not create the actual profile

Local privacy and profile privacy are the aspects that
researchers have described to assess the privacy of distrib-
uted protocols [2, 11, 16, 20]. Local privacy computes the
probability of associating a query with the user by a curious
entity of PaOSLo. Furthermore, profile privacy estimates the
extent of user profile obfuscation.

A user executing PaOSLo achieves local privacy through
confidentiality, query shuffling, and profile privacy by for-
warding other users’ queries. A user attains the confiden-
tiality of a query and results as both the query and results are
encrypted.'e query encryption is performed using the RSA
encryption algorithm. As mentioned earlier, the user en-
crypts the query (q) with the public key of QFN. No group
user will be able to see the query content. Similarly, the QFN
encrypts the results with the user’s cryptographic key
(K_Ui). We have used the AES encryption method for result
(r) encryption. In such a case, the query and results will
remain concealed from users of the group peers. Further-
more, to break the connection concerning a user and a
query, it is shuffled among the peers. Even when the QFN
receives a query from the user, it will not be able to de-
termine if the query they received from the user is the query’s
originator or just a forwarder.

Additionally, as a user forwards the queries of group
peers, their profile retained by WSE will be obfuscated with
the diverse interests of the group peers. In such a case, the
user achieves indistinguishability. 'e following section
presents a thorough assessment of local privacy and profile
privacy.

5.1. Local Privacy. To compute the local privacy, we must
calculate the probability of associating a query by a curious
entity with the originator. Let two random variables, Sr and
Py, where Sr denotes the source of the query, and Py rep-
resents the proxy (a user in the group) that passes the query
to the QFN. Suppose there are “n” users in the group. If the
QFN wants to find the originating user of a suspicious query
(q), the chances of associating a (q) to “Ui” are stated as
follows:

TOP
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-Computer
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-Health

-Home

-Kid and Teen

-News

-Recreation

-Reference

-Regional 

-Science

-Shopping
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Figure 5: Top level categories of the ODP hierarchy [25].
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Table 2: Example of query classification by ODP.

Query ODP classification at different degrees
Valley National Banker Business: financial services: banking services: credit unions: regional: United States
Photography Studios Arts: photography: techniques and styles: documentary: photographers
mac.com Computers: software: operating systems: MacOS: Internet

Table 3: Terms extracted for degree 1 of users AnonID “3978802” and AnonID “280617.”

Query class User 3978802 User 280617
Arts 2 0
Business 2 6
Computers 2 5
Games 0 1
Health 7 0
Home 0 3
Kids and teen 1 0
News 0 2
Recreation 1 0
Reference 1 1
Regional 1 4
Science 0 0
Shopping 0 0
Society 1 1
Sports 0 0
World 3 0

Table 4: Number of users in each cluster after K-mean clustering.

Cluster counts Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5
'ree clusters 390 306 304 — —
Four clusters 266 188 311 235 —
Five clusters 241 122 222 236 179
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Figure 6: Term count in three clusters.
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Pr[Sr � Ui |Py � Uj] �
Pr[Py � Uj | Sr � Ui] · Pr[Sr � Ui]

Pr[Py � Uj]
.

(2)

Equation (2) represents the probability of source when
the proxy is given to curious entity.

Pr[Py � Uj | Sr � Ui] � Pr[Py � Uj]. (3)

Pr(Sr � Ui) �
1

n − 1
. (4)

Equation (4) represents the probability of source Ui
where “n” represents the number of users in a group and i,

j ∈ (1, . . ., n), as QFN is not the query source, QFN excludes
itself.

Pr(Sr � Ui |Py � Uj) �
1

n − 1
. (5)

Equation (5) shows that the probability of associating a
query (q) with Ui by QFN depending on the count of users in
a group. However, if QFN and C users collaborate to identify
the query (q) originator, then the chance of associating (q) is
given in.

Pr(Sr � Ui |Py � Uj) �
1

n − C
. (6)
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Figure 8: Term count in five clusters.
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Figure 7: Term count in four clusters.
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Equation (6) shows that if QFN makes a coalition with C
users, the chance of associating (q) with an initiator 1/(n − C)

which means all compromised C users will be excluded from
the list. 'e value of n-C must be greater than 1.

5.2. Profile Privacy. Profile privacy measures the user’s
privacy in comparison to the WSE. Equation (7) shows a
profile exposure level (PEL). It is an estimation metric
utilized to evaluate the profile privacy. PEL computes the
variation between an original profile and an obscured profile
of an individual. 'e difference between the user’s profiles
has been calculated using entropy and mutual information
[2, 11, 16]. It is necessary to mention that the original profile
is made from the queries sent directly to WSE. In contrast,
the obfuscated profile is built from the queries after the
execution of PaOSLo.

PEL �
I(P, Q)

H(P)
× 100 . (7)

H(P) represents the entropy, whereas I(P, Q) denotes the
mutual information. 'e value of PEL is between 0 and 100,
where 100 means fully exposed and 0 means no exposure.

6. Results and Discussion

'is segment provides a comprehensive explanation of
simulations conducted for the estimation of the profile
privacy of users by executing PaOSLo. To perform experi-
ments, we have developed a Java-based program to simulate
PaOSLo using java socket programming. In the first step, the
users get connected to the CS, and then the CS creates groups
by following the steps mentioned in Section 3. We have
adopted a CryptoUtil key pair generator method to generate
RSA public-private key pairs and AES encryption key. 'e
simulation of PaOSLo is performed over Intel i5-11400F CPU
with 8Gb RAM over Windows 10. After the simulation
process, each user’s query log is obtained and developed their
profile from it.'e profile privacy a user succeeds by executing
PaOSLo has been compared with modern distributed privacy-
preserving protocols such as OSLo [11] and UUP(e) [16].

Table 5 shows the average PEL a user achieves by exe-
cuting PaOSLo. 'e average PEL at ODP’s first degree for
the group consisting of three users is 46.56%. Likewise, at
degree 2, the average PEL drops to 11.14%, the average PEL
further drops to 5.5% at degree 3, and so on. Similarly, for a

group count of four, the average PEL is 46.32% at degree 1,
10.6% at degree 2, 5.44% at degree 3, and 5.75% at the fourth
degree ODP. Likewise, the results at degree 1 for the group
count of five is 46.29%, 10.58%, 5.83%, and 5.92% at the
second, third, and fourth degrees of the ODP hierarchy,
respectively. On the other hand, the results show that the
OSLo provided 47.7% average PEL, and UUP (e) depicted
51.86% average PEL for the group size of three users at
degree 1 of the ODP hierarchy. 'e average PEL values of
UUP (e) dropped 51.16%, whereas the OSLo value reached
48.56% for the group size of four users. Similarly, when the
group size is increased to five users, the UUP (e) showed
51.55% and OSLo showed 49.19% average PEL at degree 1 of
the ODP hierarchy. 'e results show that the average PEL of
a user simulating PaOSLo decreases when the group size is
increased. A similar pattern is observed at all degrees of the
ODP hierarchy. Such a decrease is because the user’s profile
is obfuscated by multiple users having different interests.
However, in a random grouping, the chances of getting
grouped with users having similar interests are higher,
resulting in lower-profile obfuscation or higher profile
exposure.

In this study, the profile privacy a user achieves after
executing PaOSLo is compared with the modern privacy-
preserving protocol UUP(e) and OSLo. 'is comparison is
between a random grouping of users and a profile-aware
grouping. Figure 9 shows that PaOSLo has less average PEL
at all degrees of the ODP hierarchy than UUP(e) and OSLo
for any group size. 'e PaOSLo has 10% less average PEL
than UUP(e) and 2.5% less than OSLo at first degree of ODP
for the group count of three members.'e PaOSLo has 9.6%
and 4.7% smaller average PEL than UUP(e) and OSLo at first
degree of the ODP for the group of four members. Similarly,
for five users group, the PaOSLo has 8.7% and 4.36% im-
proved profile privacy compared to the abovementioned
protocols. A similar effect is observed at a higher degree of
ODP hierarchy, the PaOSLo outperform their counterpart
OSLo and UUP(e). Results show that PaOSLo preserved
better profile privacy than UUP(e) and OSLo at all degrees of
ODP for any group size. 'e reason for the PaOSLo better
results is the fact that it first clusters users based on their
profile similarities compared to the random grouping. In
such a case, the group created by CS from clusters contains
users of different interests. Each user forwards a query of
users from the other clusters; hence, a user’s profile is

Table 5: Average PEL comparison of UUP(e), OSLo, and PaOSLo.

Number of users Protocol Degree1 Degree 2 Degree 3 Degree 4

3 users
UUP(e) 51.86 13.39 7.3 7.22
OSLo 47.7 12.79 6.95 7.17

PaOSLo 46.65 11.14 5.5 6.01

4 users
UUP(e) 51.16 13.14 7.07 7.2
OSLo 48.56 12.76 6.85 6.95
PaOSLo 46.32 10.6 5.44 5.75

5 users
UUP(e) 51.55 13.47 7.37 7.26
OSLo 49.18 12.86 6.99 6.85
PaOSLo 46.29 10.58 5.39 5.92
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obfuscated with diverse interests’ multiple peoples, and thus,
the user achieves maximum obfuscation. Table 6 shows the
list of abbreviations and acronyms used in this article.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

'e existing distributed privacy-preserving protocols create
a group of “n” users on a first-come, first-serve basis. Users
are randomly grouped to forward each other’s queries to the
WSE without any prior knowledge of their interests. In
random grouping, there is a greater chance that users having
similar interests may be group together. Such random
grouping has a trivial effect on profile obfuscation. To
overcome the limitation of random grouping on web search
privacy, this study recommends a novel distributed privacy-
preservation protocol, PaOSLo. It obfuscates a person’s
profile with queries of those who have different interests.
Systematic grouping is the primary objective of this work.
Profile building and finding the similarity between users’
profiles are the fundamental steps of PaOSLo. 'e measures
the resemblance between the users’ profiles cosine similarity
is used. 'e K-mean algorithm clusters the users into three,
four, and five clusters based on the similarity computed in
the previous step. We experimented with and evaluated the
impact of systematic grouping and compared random

grouping with three members, four members, and five
members. Results show that the systematic group depicts
better profile privacy compared to the random group.

In the future, we are interested in investigating the
impact of systematic grouping on the quality of the results.
'e impact of profile-aware grouping on the search results
and the delay caused by clustering needs to be measured in
the future. 'e profile privacy shall also be examined with
other privacy metrics such as entropy, standard deviation,
and KL divergence. Furthermore, maintaining privacy and
personalization at the same time will be the future direction
of this work. [27].

Abbreviations

WSE: Web search engine
PaOSLo: Profile Aware ObScure Logging
ODP: Online directory project
TOR: 'e onion routing
CS: Core Server
UPIR: User private information retrieval
TP: 'ird party
QFN: Query forwarding node
q: Query
Ui: User i
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Figure 9: Average PEL of PaOSLo vs. OSLo vs. UUP(e).

Table 6: List of abbreviations and acronyms used in this article.

Abbreviation Explanations Abbreviation Explanations
WSE Web search engine QMsg Query message
PaOSLo Profile Aware ObScure Logging eQ Encrypted query message
ODP Online directory project eMsg Encrypted message
TOR 'e onion routing r Results
CS Core Server eAnsMsg Encrypted answer message
UPIR User private information retrieval AOL America Online
TP 'ird party AnonID Anonymous ID
QFN Query forwarding node Pr Probability
Q Query S Source
Ui User i P Proxy
Uj User j PEL Profile exposure level
K_Ui Encryption key of Ui QMsg Query message
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Uj: User j
K_Ui: Encryption key of Ui
QMsg: Query message
eQ: Encrypted query message
eMsg: Encrypted message
r: Results
eAnsMsg: Encrypted answer message
AOL: America Online
AnonID: Anonymous ID
Pr: Probability
S: Source
P: Proxy
PEL: Profile exposure level
QMsg: Query message.
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